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120° CONFIGURATIONS

The 120° furniture configuration has long been a favorite of specifiers 
seeking an organic feel to space planning. FORm_office can be 
easily specified in such configurations and integrated with linear 
configurations as well. The result is the signature FORm_office 
aesthetic with many of the line’s features and options in a dramatic new 
layout. Already recognized in prestigious, award-winning installations, 
120° FORm_office benching is perfect for clients seeking a blend of 
open plan collaboration and personal space privacy.
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*Nominal dimensions rounded to the nearest inch.

WING TOP DEPTH TOP WIDTH OVERALL DIM.

R D W OA
55 30 65 125
57 30 69 129
59 30 72 132
61 30 76 136
55 33 62 128
57 33 66 132
59 33 69 135
61 33 73 139
55 36 59 131
57 36 63 135
59 36 66 138
61 36 70 142

DIMENSIONS

120° FORm_office can be specified based on length of raceway extending from the center point of the cluster.    
Standard lengths are 55”, 57”, 59” and 61”.  Standard depths are 30”, 33” and 36”.
    
Overall area covered by 120° benching must be calculated using a CAD program and the standard 2D blocks 
(available from our website at www.innovant.com/support/tools.)
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The transitional legs in 120° benching can be used as data hubs for entire clusters.
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Detail of optional rear work surface infills to access the raceway from the desktop. 
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A view of the desk structure on 120° FORm_office with a work surface removed.
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SAMPLE CONFIGURATIONS
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Nine-position 120° FORm_office.
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120° FORm_office with tailored storage credenza at end of desk run.
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Detail of back of desk on standalone 120° positions.
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Adjustable Height 
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CONTACT
37 West 20th Street
New York, NY 10011
Tel: 212.929.4883
Fax: 212.929.5174
info@innovant.com

www.innovant.com

Twitter: @Innovant_inc
Facebook: Innovant Inc.
LinkedIn: Innovant

Environmental stewardship is a primary component of Innovant’s core philosophy. 
One of our key missions is to minimize our impact on the environment and to 
ensure our products are environmentally sustainable. All of our standard products 
already conform to a variety of eco-requirements and many items can be further 
configured to maximize LEED points. 

SUSTAINABILITY 

OUR STORY
Innovant designs and manufactures intelligent office furniture for the modern 
workplace. A recognized leader in the industry, we focus on integrating seamlessly 
into the overall architecture of a space, optimizing real estate, promoting employee 
productivity, and ensuring long term value to the client business. Innovant’s 
adaptable open plan workstations, conference solutions, private office designs and 
specialty furnishings are available to view in showrooms worldwide. 

We know that our clients navigate complex decisions when choosing a furniture 
system. Innovant provides expert guidance along the way, collaborating with client 
teams to determine optimal product configurations. Where appropriate, we will 
recommend and engineer tailored solutions based on specific client requirements. 
Every Innovant product is designed for efficient installation and easy reconfiguration 
over time as new features are introduced.
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